
* You may choose to read one of the texts from AOSR’s Summer Book Club for the assignment as long as it follows the 
requirements above. 
NB: All summer reading must be in English. 

AOSR ENGLISH DEPARTMENT SUMMER 
READING  

2012-2013 
 

For all levels:   

One of your summer reading books must be The Great 
Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald. 

 (Yes, even if you read it in American Lit, please read it again and be ready 
to discuss what you got the second time that you didn’t get the first).   

 
John Cabot university is hosting events around this book and we’ll talk 
about it as a community. 

 
We urge you to choose one of the book club books as your 

personal choice reading.   
Book clubs will meet when we return and discuss the works during a series 

of PIZZA LUNCHES!  Book club books are listed at the end of this 
document. 

 
 

All reading for all levels MUST BE IN ENGLISH. 
 

Can I read more?  YES!  
 

Happy Reading! 
 
 
Incoming 9th Graders______________________________________ 
 
ENGLISH 9 
 
Summer Reading for Rising 9th Grade 
Books:  Read two books, one of which is The Great Gatsby, plus more more of medium to high level of difficulty for you. The book 
must be in English and can be fiction or non-fiction.  
 
Articles:  For each book, choose a subject within the book that interested you.  Find and read a web, newspaper, or 
magazine article on that subject.  The articles must be valid, primary or secondary sources (which means it cannot be a summary 
source like Wikipedia, a  non-expert author like a public blog). 
 
For example: 
After you finish reading The Great Gatsby  you could look for articles on The Roaring Twenties, prohibition, or American society 
after World War I.  You do not have to do any written work, but should come with the knowledge and materials (the books and 
articles) to do a mini-research project and book interview.  That means you need to have the books and articles. 
  
Choose reading and research that is challenging but fun and I'll see you in September! 
Mr. Hendry 



* You may choose to read one of the texts from AOSR’s Summer Book Club for the assignment as long as it follows the 
requirements above. 
NB: All summer reading must be in English. 

 
 
 

Incoming 10th Graders_____________________________________ 
 
ENGLISH 10 
 
Your assignment for the summer is to read three novels, one of which is The Great Gatsby. The three together should 
be around 900 pages. Pick novels that you will read and enjoy, but also pick ones that create a challenge for you. You must be 
prepared to discuss them in the first week of school next year. 
 
Your novels must meet the following criteria (one for each novel): 
 

1. The Great Gatsby  
2. You must read a novel written by someone from a different gender than your own.* 
3. You must read a novel written by someone of a different culture than yours (religious, racial, national, or any other culture 

that you find fascinating). 
 

 

Incoming 11th Graders_____________________________________ 
 
 
AP ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
 

1. Outliers, Malcolm Gladwell 
2. The Great Gatsby, F. Scott Fitzgerald 
3. At least 10 articles from the Opinions Section of a reputable American newspaper (must keep clippings or e-copies) 
If you are looking to read even more, check out the the suggested author list from the AP website. 
http://www.collegeboard.com/student/testing/ap/sub_englang.html  

Click “Download” the Course Description. 
Author list is on pages 11-12 of pdf. 

 
The novel should be approximately 250-300 pages in length. If you need book recommendations, you may contact me at: 
ksiena@aosr.org. You must be prepared to work with the books in the first week of school. 

 
IB ENGLISH 11  
 
The Great Gatsby, by F. Scott Fitzgerald 
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, Mark Twain 

 
Incoming 12th Graders_____________________________________ 
 
 
AP ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
 

1. Outliers, Malcolm Gladwell 
2. The Great Gatsby, F. Scott Fitzgerald 
3. At least 10 articles from the Opinions Section of a reputable American newspaper (must keep clippings or e-copies) 
If you are looking to read even more, check out the the suggested author list from the AP website. 
http://www.collegeboard.com/student/testing/ap/sub_englang.html  

Click “Download” the Course Description. 
Author list is on pages 11-12 of pdf. 

 
The novel should be approximately 250-300 pages in length. If you need book recommendations, you may contact me at: 
ksiena@aosr.org. You must be prepared to work with the books in the first week of school. 
 
 
AP ENGLISH LITERATURE 
 

1. Metamorphoses (one book) - Ovid (find it online at Gutenberg.org) 
2. The Bible 

a. Old Testament: Genesis 



* You may choose to read one of the texts from AOSR’s Summer Book Club for the assignment as long as it follows the 
requirements above. 
NB: All summer reading must be in English. 

b. New Testament: The Gospel According to St. Luke and one of Paul's Epistles 
3. Beowulf - translated by Seamus Heaney 
4. The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald 

 
IB ENGLISH 12  
 
The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald 
Song of Solomon by Toni Morrison 
 
 
LITERATURE ACROSS CULTURES 
 

1. Re-read The Great Gatsby. 
2. In additions, read two personal choice books that comment on culture or society.  They should be 

medium or high level challenge for you. If you prefer, you may choose one long novel (500+ pages) but you must finish the 
book.   

 
3. Two Poems*  

Find and read two poems that come from the same culture and time period as the novels you have read, as well as one 
from the 1920s (for Gatsby). 

 
You do not have to write anything yet, but be aware that you will be making connections between your reading and the 
poems the class chooses.  You will also use them to identify literary devices and terms that you have studied in the past.  
Keep this in mind when you select your poetry.   



* You may choose to read one of the texts from AOSR’s Summer Book Club for the assignment as long as it follows the 
requirements above. 
NB: All summer reading must be in English. 

Sign up for AOSR’s Summer 2012 Book Clubs! 
High School Edition 

Pick a book, or a few, read it (them) and meet at lunch to discuss it during the first month of school. This is a 
great opportunity to read some fabulous literature, engage in deep conversation and enjoy a  pizza lunch. 
Email mrahm@aosr.org for more information. Sign up today! Buy the book at The Almost Corner Bookshop in 
Trastevere, mention AOSR and get 10% off! The shop is located at Via del Moro 45.  You can also purchase 
books online at www.amazon.it or www.bookdepository.co.uk. 
 
Maus I: A Survivor’s Tale: My Father Bleeds History By Art Spiegelman (Graphic Novel) 

"Maus is a book that cannot be put down, truly, even to sleep. When two of the mice speak of love, you are moved, 
when they suffer, you weep. Slowly through this little tale comprised of suffering, humor and life's daily trials, you 
are captivated by the language of an old Eastern European family, and drawn into the gentle and mesmerizing 
rhythm, and when you finish Maus, you are unhappy to have left that magical world."--Umberto Eco 
Led by Dr. Pfannl - Headmaster 
 

The Disreputable History of Frankie Landau-Banksby By E. Lockhart (Fiction) 
Sophomore Frankie starts dating senior Matthew Livingston, but when he refuses to talk about the all-male secret 
society that he and his friends belong to, Frankie infiltrates the society in order to enliven their mediocre pranks. 
Led by Ms. Rahm - Secondary Librarian 
 
The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins (Fiction) 
In a future North America, where the rulers of Panem maintain control through an annual televised survival 
competition pitting young people from each of the 12 districts against one another, Katniss's skills are put to the test 
when she takes her younger sister's place. 
Led by Dr. Reichmann – Counselor 
 
Uderzo & Goscinni: Le Tour de Gaule d’Asterix by R. Goscinny & A. Uderzo (Comic) 
A  new adventure for Asterix and Obelix! The arrival of a Roman official in the camp of Compendium prompts 
another attack on the village from the Romans, but the attack is easily repelled. The prelate attempts a new strategy 
by erecting a wall around the village to keep them contained and prevent them spreading their rebellious ideas to 
the rest of Gaul!  
Led by Ms. Le Bail- French teacher  *In French & English. 

 
Le voyage d’Hector ou la recherche du bonheur, Odile Jacob poche by Francois Lelord  
Hector, a young psychologist doesn't understand why he can't make People happy. He decided to leave for 
a trip around the world to understand happiness.During his journey, he met many people who revealed 
gradually the lesson of happiness.  
Led by Ms. Le Bail- French teacher * In French & English. 
 

The Book Thief by Markus Zusak (Fiction) 
Trying to make sense of the horrors of World War II, Death relates the story of Liesel--a young German girl whose 
book-stealing and story-telling talents help sustain her family and the Jewish man they are hiding, as well as their 
neighbors. 
Ms. Davey - English teacher & Ms. Falgoust - Elementary Librarian 
  
Black Swan Green by David Mitchell (Fiction) 
Black Swan tracks a single year in what is, for quirky thirteen-year-old Jason Taylor, the sleepiest village in 
muddiest Worcestershire in a dying Cold War England, 1982. Pointed, funny, profound, left-field, elegiac, and 
painted with the stuff of life.  
Led by Mr. Sheehan English & Drama teacher & Ms. Falgoust – Librarian 
 
Limbo by Melania Mazzucco 
La vigilia di Natale, Manuela Paris torna a casa, in una cittadina sul mare vicino Roma. Non ha ancora ventotto 
anni. È assente da tempo, da quando è andata via - ancora ragazza - per fare il soldato. In fuga da un'adolescenza 
sbandata, dalle frustrazioni di una madre che cerca attraverso di lei il proprio riscatto e dalle lacerazioni della sua 
famiglia.  



* You may choose to read one of the texts from AOSR’s Summer Book Club for the assignment as long as it follows the 
requirements above. 
NB: All summer reading must be in English. 

Led by Ms. Bruno - Business Manager 
 

 
Minutes by Jody Picoult (Fiction) 
Sterling is an ordinary New Hampshire town where nothing ever happens--until the day its complacency is shattered 
by an act of violence. Josie Cormier, the daughter of the judge sitting on the case, should be the state's best witness, 
but she can't remember what happened before her very own eyes--or can she? 
Led by Ms. Bruni – Billing Clerk 

 
The Help by Kathryn Stockett (Fiction) 
Four peerless actors render an array of sharply defined black and white characters in the nascent years of the civil 
rights movement. They each handle a variety of Southern accents with aplomb and draw out the daily humiliation 
and pain the maids are subject to, as well as their abiding affection for their white charges. 
Led by Ms. Bruni – Billing Clerk 
 

Animal, Vegetable, Miracle: A Year of Food Life by Barbara Kingsolver,  Steven L. Hopp and Camille 
Kingsolver (Memoir) 
Barbara Kingsolver, along with her husband and two daughters, made a commitment to become locavores–
those who eat only locally grown foods. This first entailed a move away from their home in non-food-
producing Tucson to a family farm in Virginia, where they got right down to the business of growing and 
raising their own food and supporting local farmers. 

Led by Ms. Ellyson - Middle School Coordinator 
 

Miracles on the Water: The Heroic Survivors of a World War II U-Boat Attack by Tom Nagorski (History) 
When the British liner City of Benares was hit in the fall of 1940, among those aboard were some hundred children 
being evacuated to Canada, and most of them were lost. Considering the faulty intelligence and bad weather, the 
rescue work that was done was a very considerable accomplishment. 
Led by Mr. Hauk – College Counselor & Ms. Falgoust - Elementary Librarian 
 

Journey Into the Whirlwind by Eugenia Ginzburg (Memoir) 
Eugenia Ginzburg, an historian and loyal Communist Party member, chronicles her own terrifying arrest, interrogation, 

and eighteen-year imprisonment. She speaks with brutal honesty; her ability to recount the minutes and hours of 
her internment is surpassed only by her extraordinary will to survive.  
Led by Ms. Bielski – Social Studies teacher 
 
Into the Wild by John Krakauer  
After graduating from Emory University top student and athlete Christopher McCandless abandoned his 
possessions, gave his entire savings account to charity and hitchhiked to Alaska, where he went to live in the 

wilderness. 4 months later, he turned up dead. His diary, letters and two notes found at a remote campsite tell of his 
desperate effort to survive, apparently stranded by an injury and slowly starving.  
Led by Mr. Backrog –Social Studies Teacher 
 


